Dinosaur Educational Guide
Dinosaurs are an amazing educational tool to use in the classroom. The Jackson Zoo will
play host to a dozen life-like, life-size dinosaurs. These not only look real but act as such as
they move, make noises, and even spit.
Dinosaurs can tie into curricula on biology, history, geography, mechanics, robotics, art, and
much more.

Some of our programs will be specifically designed around
dinosaurs during their stay in Jackson.
Dino Classroom

$40

Have class with one of our zoo educators in amongst
our dinosaurs (weather permitting). Learn about
where these dinosaurs were last seen in the world,
how long ago they lived, and what their world might
have looked like.

Zoo Mobile

$85 +

Request a dinosaur to visit your school. Our baby
triceratops will gladly join you as we learn about
different types of animals around the world today and
in pre-history.

Wild Night

$20 per person

Spend the evening investigating our dinosaurs. Learn
how they work, and see the zoo in a new light, at
night!

Slumber Safari

$40 per person

Sleep over at the zoo. Go behind the scenes with an
exhibit or explore our dinosaurs in an exclusive
excursion. Then right before bed meet some of our
education animals who enjoy staying up all night.

Want to match something else in your lesson plans? All of our
regular programing will continue while we have dinosaurs.
Wild Meet’N’Greet

$20 per class

Join a zoo educator at one of our Mississippi exhibits
to learn about our exhibit animals and have an
encounter with an education animal ambassador.

Wild Classroom

$35

Meet with a zoo educator in our education building
for a live animal program aligning to the MS science
standards.

Email education@jacksonzoo.org to register!
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